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Abstract
The locus coeruleus (LC) in the pons is the major source of noradrenaline (NA) in the brain.
Two modes of LC firing have been associated with distinct cognitive states: changes in tonic
rates of firing are correlated with global levels of arousal and behavioural flexibility, whilst
phasic LC responses are evoked by salient stimuli. Here, we unify these two modes of firing
by modelling the response of the LC as a correlate of a prediction error when inferring states
for action planning under Active Inference (AI). We simulate a classic Go/No-go reward
learning task and a three-arm ‘explore/exploit’ task and show that, if LC activity is considered
to reflect the magnitude of high level ‘state-action’ prediction errors, then both tonic and pha-
sic modes of firing are emergent features of belief updating. We also demonstrate that when
contingencies change, AI agents can update their internal models more quickly by feeding
back this state-action prediction error–reflected in LC firing and noradrenaline release–to
optimise learning rate, enabling large adjustments over short timescales. We propose that
such prediction errors are mediated by cortico-LC connections, whilst ascending input from
LC to cortex modulates belief updating in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). In short, we char-
acterise the LC/ NA system within a general theory of brain function. In doing so, we show
that contrasting, behaviour-dependent firing patterns are an emergent property of the LC
that translates state-action prediction errors into an optimal balance between plasticity and
stability.
Author summary
The brain uses sensory information to build internal models and make predictions about
the world. When errors of prediction occur, models must be updated to ensure desired
outcomes are still achieved. Neuromodulator chemicals provide a possible pathway for
triggering such changes in brain state. One such neuromodulator, noradrenaline,
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originates predominantly from a cluster of neurons in the brainstem—the locus coeruleus
(LC)—and plays a key role in behaviour, for instance, in determining the balance between
exploiting or exploring the environment. Here we use Active Inference (AI), a mathemati-
cal model of perception and action, to formally describe LC function. We propose that LC
activity is triggered by errors in prediction and that the subsequent release of noradrena-
line alters the rate of learning about the environment. Biologically, this describes an LC-
cortex feedback loop promoting behavioural flexibility in times of uncertainty. We model
LC output as a simulated animal performs two tasks known to elicit archetypal responses.
We find that experimentally observed ‘phasic’ and ‘tonic’ patterns of LC activity emerge
naturally, and that modulation of learning rates improves task performance. This provides
a simple, unified computational account of noradrenergic computational function within
a general model of behaviour.
Introduction
The locus coeruleus (LC) is the major source of noradrenaline (NA) in the brain, projecting to
most territories from the frontal cortex to the distal spinal cord. Changes in LC firing have
been associated with behavioural changes, most notably the switch from ‘exploiting’ to ‘explor-
ing’ the environment, and the facilitation of appropriate responses to salient stimuli [1,2].
Tonic LC activity is correlated with global levels of arousal and behavioural flexibility,
where firing rates increase with rising levels of alertness [1]. At the extreme, high rates of tonic
firing have been causally related to behavioural variability and stochastic decision making [3].
This ‘tonic mode’ has previously been modelled as a response to factors such as declining util-
ity in a task [4] or ‘unexpected uncertainties’ [5], triggering behavioural variability and a switch
from ‘exploiting’ a known resource to ‘exploring’ for a new resource.
The LC also fires in short, high frequency bursts. Such phasic activity occurs in animals in
response to behaviourally relevant salient stimuli [1,6–8]. This phasic response has been
described as a ‘network interrupt’ or ‘reset’, which facilitates a shift to shorter-term behavioural
planning [9,10]. Activating stimuli are those which have an established behavioural signifi-
cance; for instance, signalling the location of food or the presence of a predator. They may also
include stimuli that are highly unexpected [1,11]–although the phasic response will habituate
rapidly to novelty alone in the absence of behavioural salience [12].
A series of studies has provided evidence of further nuance to phasic LC responses. Similar
to the well-known dopaminergic response, as an animal learns a cue-reward relationship, pha-
sic LC responses will transfer from temporal alignment with an unconditioned stimuli (US) to
a predictive, conditioned stimuli (CS+)[13]. Additionally, rarer stimuli, or those predicting a
large reward, elicit a stronger LC response [6,8]. In contrast if predictive cues are delivered
consecutively, the size of the response appears to decrease [6]. The rich array of factors affect-
ing the nature of the phasic response suggests that LC activation is linked to both facilitation of
behavioural response and to internal representations of uncertainties and probabilities.
Despite the increasing body of knowledge about the impact of the LC on behaviour, a com-
prehensive computational account remains elusive–in contrast to the more developed account
of other neuromodulators; most notably dopamine, which has been interpreted as a signal of
reward prediction error. In particular, existing modelling approaches have generally tackled
the tonic and phasic firing responses of the LC as separate modes with distinct functional sig-
nificance, triggered by different circumstances [4,5,9,10].
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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Here, we propose that a critical computational role of the LC-NA system is to react to high
level ‘state-action’ prediction errors upstream of the LC and cause appropriate flexibility in
belief updating via feedback projections to cortex. In brief, our account of noradrenergic activ-
ity is based on the fact that the degree of belief updating reflects volatility in the environment
and can therefore inform the optimal rate of evidence accumulation and plasticity. The ‘state-
action’ prediction error considered in this work is the ‘Bayesian surprise’ or change in probabi-
listic beliefs before and after observing some outcome. We develop these ideas as neural corre-
lates of discrete updates and action planning under the formalism of Active Inference (AI). AI
offers an effective mathematical framework for such modelling, unifying inferences on states
and action planning and providing a detailed description of beliefs at each step of a beha-
vioural task [14–17]. In taking this formal approach, our description of the LC is integrated
into a general theory of the brain function and uses constructs that underwrite the normal
cycle of perceptual inference and action selection. This contrasts with previous LC modelling
approaches, which have invoked the separate monitoring of statistical quantities (such as unex-
pected uncertainty) outside of the action selection cycle [4,5].
In the following we apply AI to simulate the updating of beliefs about states of the world–
and actions–as a synthetic agent engages with two scenarios (a Go/No-go task with reversal
and an ‘explore/exploit’ task) that elicit archetypal LC responses. Using this approach, we
show that the ‘state-action prediction error’ offers an effective predictor of LC firing over both
long (tonic) and short (phasic) timescales, without the need to invoke switches between dis-
tinct modes. Furthermore, we described how the signal may be broadcast back to cortex to
affect appropriate updates to internal models of the environment. This links the error via the
LC to model flexibility–bringing two key concepts of the LC together: ‘explore-exploit’ and
‘network reset’. It also produces behavioural changes that agree with experimental knowledge
of animal behaviours under noradrenergic manipulation. Finally, the simulations produce
realistic LC firing patterns that could, in principle, be used to model empirical responses.
Models
Brief overview of Active Inference
Active Inference is a theory of behaviour that has previously been mapped to putative neural
implementations [14]. The basic premise of AI is that to stay in states compatible with survival,
an agent must create and update a generative model of the world [14,18,19]. To do this ef-
fectively the agent represents the true structure of the world with an internal model that is a
good approximation of how its sensations are generated. (Note that in this paper, we often use
the term ‘model’ to refer to the agent’s beliefs about states and actions in the world. Techni-
cally, these beliefs are posterior probability distributions, which require a generative model to
exist).
The generative model encompasses a set of discrete states and transition patterns that prob-
abilistically capture all the agent’s beliefs about the world and likely outcomes under different
actions. The model is formulated as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP), under which the agent must infer its current state, make predictions about the out-
come of actions in the future and make postdictions about the landscape it has just traversed.
In this context the word ‘state’ refers to a combination of features relevant to the agent, includ-
ing its location and the cognitive context of that location; i.e., states of the world that matter
for its behaviour.
To optimise this model, the agent constantly seeks to minimise variational free energy. This
free energy is a mathematical proxy for the difference between the agent’s generative model
and a ‘perfect’ or ‘true’ model of the world, and thus must be continually updated for the agent
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to survive. Estimates of the free energy can be obtained over time by comparing predictions
from the generative model with the results of actions in the real world, for instance, by check-
ing whether an action produces the expected sensory feedback. Using this information from
the real world, the agent minimises free energy in two ways: by adjusting the parameters of the
generative model itself, and by picking actions that it believes will be associated with the lowest
free energy. This allows the agent to both optimise the model and change its action plans.
Updating proceeds in cycles, with each round of model updates accompanied by predictions
that are then checked by selecting and executing an action–in turn allowing a new round of
updates (Fig 1).
This framework means that each round of updates combines perceptual inference with
action selection. Mathematically, this takes the form of a series of iterative updates to parame-
ters that are repeated until convergence. Specifically, each new observation from the environ-
ment enables posterior beliefs about states to be updated via iterating expressions that
minimise free energy. Similar iterative updates are then applied to posterior beliefs about com-
peting policies and precision parameters (step 4 of Fig 2). Finally, the updated beliefs are used
to select an action which in turn generates a new observation (step 5 of Fig 2). It is this machin-
ery that we will map to LC/NA firing and function. A derivation of the Active Inference frame-
work is provided in Appendix 1; S1 Fig shows hierarchical dependencies within the model.
Appendix 2 also gives an overview of the implementation in code.
Fig 1. A quasi-mathematical description of the framework of Active Inference (based on [14]). The flow chart on the right shows the sequence of updates
occurring over a single trial consisting of time-steps t = 1. . ..T.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g001
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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Fig 2. Mathematical outline of the framework of Active Inference.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g002
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There are two more subtleties that should be noted in this brief description. Firstly, the
requirement to minimise free energy in action selection means that actions are driven by twin
goals–the future attainment of states that the agent holds valuable (utility), as well as the attain-
ment of information when performing an action (epistemic value). Formally, these describe
the path integral of free energy expected under competing policies (see [14] and Appendix 1).
Thus, agents that act to minimise free energy will end up where they hoped to, while resolving
uncertainty about their environment. If policies do not differ in their ability to resolve uncer-
tainty (i.e. no policy will harvest more information) then utility will drive policy selection. It
has already been established that this particular cost function explores and exploits in a pre-
dictable and mathematically well-defined manner, depending on the relative utility of out-
comes and on the uncertainty with which the agent views its environment [15–17,20].
The second important component is the timespan covered by inferences. The agent contin-
ually updates its understanding of the past, the present and the future. This means that obser-
vations in the present can be used to update inferences on states that occurred in the past–in
this way, past events continue to be useful for belief updating long after they occurred. This is
just a formalisation of our ability to postdict (e.g., “I started in this context, even if I didn’t
know at the time”). Equally, the agent’s knowledge of the world is used to form predictions at
future times (e.g., “These are the outcomes I expect under this policy”). The agent not only
attempts to use events that have already happened to minimise free energy, but also tries to
select actions and inferences which it believes will minimise free energy of future observations.
A Bayesian model average drives action selection
As outlined in Figs 1 and 2, the generative model comprises probability distributions over
states, sequences of actions, precision (confidence in predictions) and observations. At each
time step, the agent updates its beliefs about these probability distributions over states, actions
and precision by minimising free energy.
Once all updates have been completed the agent combines all of its inferences to produce a
Bayesian Model Average (BMA) of states under possible actions. This can be considered as a
summary of everything the agent knows about its place in the world–an overall ‘map’ of the
states it believes it occupied in the past, the state it occupies now and the states it believes it will
occupy in the future. The distribution implicitly includes action planning that is informed by
inferences about events in the past. The Bayesian Model Average is then used by the agent to
select an action, as described in Fig 2. The action causes a transition to a new state, which gen-
erates an observation from the environment.
State-action prediction errors as a driver of LC activity
Any large change in the state-action heatmap between time steps represents a state-action pre-
diction error. These errors indicate that the agent’s beliefs about its past and future states have
changed substantially after receiving a fresh observation. Such prediction errors indicate that
the agent’s model of the world–including its plan for actions–must change. This may either be
because an unexpected stimulus has occurred, requiring an abrupt change in behaviour, or
because observations over longer timescales are consistently demonstrating that key compo-
nents of the model (for example, the observation likelihood (A) and state transition (B) matri-
ces) are no longer fit for purpose. Crucially, errors originating from both situations are
reflected in the state-action prediction error. We propose that they are a driver of LC activity.
The BMA is estimated for each time point within the task (indexed by τ) and takes the form
of a weighted sum over state probabilities (states are weighted by the probability of each policy
predicting that state at the given time). To estimate the state-action prediction error during a
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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task, we take the Kullback-Leibler divergence between Bayesian Model Average (BMA) distri-
butions at successive time steps. Mathematically, this reflects the degree of belief updating
induced by each new observation. It is often known as a relative entropy, information gain or
Bayesian surprise. The following expressions describe the BMA (upper equation) and the
state-action prediction error (lower):
Sτ ¼
X
p
πp:s
p
τ
SAPEðtÞ ¼
X
t
DKL½ðS
t
t
ÞjjðSt  1
t
Þ�
Here, Sτ is the BMA over states for time τ within the task, while spτ is the vector of probabili-
ties for states at time τ under policy p, which has a probability πp. In the expression for state-
action prediction error, superscripts (either t or t − 1) refer to the time at which the estimate is
calculated.
Prediction errors over shorter timescales (i.e. between actions, during the iterative cycle of
belief updating) are an integral feature of AI. The state-action prediction error, in contrast,
represents a global error: it is expressed over the timescale of a behavioural epoch as a response
to the outcome of belief updating that facilitates action selection.
In the implementation, the state-action prediction error is calculated immediately after the
BMA over states, as shown in Fig 3.
LC feedback: Flexible model learning promoted by state-action prediction
errors
Why might it be useful for the LC to respond to state-action prediction errors? We suggest that
one important function is that such errors require a specific modulation of distributed cortical
activity encoding representations of the structure of the environment, particularly in frontal cor-
tex. This modulation would boost the flexibility of internal representations (where our matrices
would be formed by connected cell assemblies in frontal cortex) and increase their responsiveness
to recent observations. In vivo, this may be mediated by the release of noradrenaline from LC pro-
jections to the frontal cortex occurring in response to state-action prediction errors.
The need for flexible model updating is directly relevant to a related challenge for Active
Inference models; namely, the rate at which the agent’s experience is assimilated into its
model. Addressing this issue provides a pathway for modelling the effect of LC activation and
closes the feedback loop between brainstem and cortex. So what computational role does NA
have in facilitating adaptive flexibility?
Under AI, the agent’s model of the world is encoded by a set of probability distributions
that keep track of the mappings between states and outcomes, and between states occupied at
sequential time points. These mappings are encoded by Dirichlet distributions, the parameters
of which are incremented with each instance of a particular mapping the agent experiences (as
shown in step 6, Fig 2 and Appendix 1) [14,20]. However, difficulties arise when environmen-
tal contingencies change, because the gradual accumulation of concentration parameters is
essentially unlimited. Accumulated experience can come to dominate the agent’s model, with
new information having little effect on the agent’s decisions. This occurs because the genera-
tive model does not allow for fluctuations in probability transitions, i.e. environmental volatil-
ity. This issue can be finessed by adding a volatility or decay factor (α), which effectively
endows the generative model with the capacity to ‘forget’ experiences in the past that are not
relevant if environmental contingencies change.
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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This introduces a modification to the update equations shown in Fig 2, of the form:
old update : d ¼ d þ S1
new update : d ¼ d þ S1  
ðd   1Þ
a
Where d and d are the updated and existing beliefs respectively. In the original update, the
d vector (which describes the agent’s prior about its state at t = 1) is simply incremented by
adding the agent’s beliefs about the state it occupied at t = 1. This update is then applied after
each trial. In the new version, the same increment occurs, but with a ‘decay’ of the values in d
that is controlled by α. The same modification is made to the updates for a and b (the updated
forms are given explicitly in Appendix 1).
In the context of reversal learning, this is not a trivial adjustment but a crucial addition to
the generative model which enables AI agents to adapt flexibly. However, the level at which to
set the decay term poses a further challenge: if the decay is too big, the model is too flexible
and will be dominated by its most recent experiences (as all the other terms will have decayed).
Fig 3. The cycle of updates under Active Inference, expanded to show the calculation of the state- action prediction error and the application of model
decay. Left: non-mathematical ‘cartoon’ explanation of the cycle of updates. Right: more detailed update cycle, to be compared with the version shown in Fig 1.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g003
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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If the decay is too small concentration parameters may accumulate too slowly, rendering the
model too stable.
There are several ways one can optimise this ‘forgetting’ in volatility models. One could
equip the Markov decision process with a further hierarchical level modelling fluctuations
from trial to trial–as in the hierarchical Gaussian filter [21]. A simpler (and biologically parsi-
monious) solution is to link the decay factor to recent values of state-action prediction error
via the LC. In other words, equip the agent with the prior that if belief updating is greater than
expected, environmental contingencies have become more volatile.
This produces flexibility in model learning when state-action prediction error is high (low
α) but maintains model stability when state-action prediction error is low (high α). We have
modelled this feedback using a simple logistic function to convert the error into a value for α:
a ¼ amin þ
amax
1þ ekðSAPE  mÞ
where SAPE is the state-action prediction error seen during the trial (in tasks with more than
one prediction error per trial, the maximum error is used), k is a gradient and m is a mean
(i.e., expected) value. In all simulations presented below, αmin = 2, αmax = 32, k = 8, and m was
set one standard deviation above the mean error value encountered in 100 trials of each task
with α = 16.
Under this scheme, a brief but large state-action prediction error ‘boosts’ the impact of a
recent experience upon the agent’s model of the world. This occurs by temporarily increasing
the attrition of existing, experience dependent parameters encoding environmental contingen-
cies. Crucially, this causes recent actions and observations to have a greater effect on the
Dirichlet distributions than they would otherwise. If errors then decrease, the model stabilises
again. However, if actions consistently produce large state-action prediction errors then the
underlying model parameters will gradually lose their structure–equivalent to the flattening of
probability distributions that form the agent’s model—leading to greater variability in action
selection. This ‘flat’ model does not need to track volatility separately: we instead incorporate
LC/NA directly into the decision-making loop.
General MATLAB code implementing Active Inference can be found at https://www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/ (in the folder toolbox/DEM). Code from this toolbox was
modified to perform the simulations described in this paper; examples are available at https://
github.com/AnnaCSales/ActiveInference.
Results
The simulations reported in this paper suggest that behavioural contexts that produce large
state-action prediction errors are also those that produce archetypal LC responses in experi-
mental environments. Below, we describe the emergence of phasic and tonic activity in two
tasks as a response to changes in state-action prediction error. We initially present results with-
out the LC feedback (model decay) in place before showing how both simulations are
improved by modelling the LC as a link between state-action prediction errors and model
decay / volatility.
State-action prediction errors display tonic and phasic patterns of response
Go/no-go task. A simple go/no-go task modelled under AI is shown in Fig 4. In this task,
the agent (depicted as a rat) starts in a ‘ready’ state—location 1—and must move to location 2
to receive a cue. When the cue is received the agent may either move back to location 1 or seek
a reward at location 3. The agent has a strong preference for receiving the reward but an
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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aversion to moving to location 3 and remaining unrewarded. This is represented in the task by
a notional ramp which forces the agent to expend physical effort in seeking the reward. There
are six available states, which between them describe the different combinations of features rel-
evant to the agent during the task. Learning is mediated through updates to the A and D matri-
ces, which encode likelihood mappings between hidden states of the world and outcomes–and
prior beliefs about initial states.
At each time point, the agent’s beliefs are summarised in the Bayesian Model Average, rep-
resented graphically as a state-action heatmap. The heatmap shows how the likelihood of dif-
ferent states evolves over time as evidence accumulates and beliefs are updated. Fig 4(B) shows
Fig 4. Simple go/no-go task modelled under AI. (a) Structure of the task (see main text) (b)-(d) The state-action heatmap showing inferences on the agent’s state
over a rare ‘Go!’ trial. Large updates are required at t = 2, after the animal receives the ‘go’ cue which forces it to update its action plans and state inferences. This
update is proposed to cause a large, time specific input into LC, which causes a sudden phasic burst of LC activity. The lower part of the Fig shows the full
modelling of the go/no-go task, with components as described in Fig 1.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g004
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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a representation of the agent’s beliefs about states at the beginning of a new trial in which the
‘go’ cue is heard. The agent is ‘well trained’; that is, it has an accurate understanding of the rela-
tionship between the cue and the availability of the reward, and of the fact that the ‘go’ cue is
rare (here, the cue probability is 10%). In our modelling, we trained the synthetic rat by run-
ning the simulation for 750 trials. We then used the learnt priors as the starting point for the
‘well trained’ case.
Given its knowledge of the task, the agent begins with a strong belief that it is beginning the
trial in state 2 (in which a reward will not be available). It also makes predictions for the states
it believes it will occupy later in the trial: at t = 2, it believes it is likely to occupy state 4 –corre-
sponding to the occurrence of the ‘no-go’ cue, but also entertains a slight possibility that the
‘go’ cue might still appear. The agent is much less certain in its predictions for t = 3, but still
holds a higher probability that it will end up in one of the unrewarded end states.
At the next time point (at t = 2, Fig 4(C)), the agent updates its state-action heatmap, mak-
ing new inferences on the probabilities of different states in the past, present and future, based
on its most recent observations. If it has received the rare ‘go’ cue, it will have to update its pre-
dictions for its state at the end of the task, in addition to altering its inferences about the state
in which it started at t = 1 (a process of postdiction about past states based on new informa-
tion). The agent therefore has to make a large, sudden update to its BMA heatmap at t = 2. By
t = 3 (Fig 4(D)), the agent has received the reward as predicted, and knows with certainty
where it is and where it has been. Only small updates are required to its estimates at this point.
Simulated state-action prediction errors during this task are shown in Fig 5. In this simula-
tion the state-action prediction error does not modulate learning and the decay parameter α
has been set to a fixed value (α = 16). During the task, an agent who is well trained shows large
peaks of state-action prediction error when the reward-predicting cue is presented, resulting
in phasic activity in the LC as seen experimentally [6,22]. The underlying reason for this error
is a large, quick shift in action planning, from the (more likely) ‘No-go’ outcome to the rare
‘Go’ situation.
‘Explore / Exploit’ task. We also modelled a task designed to offer the agent a choice
between exploiting a known resource or exploring for new sources of reward (depicted in Fig
6). On every trial in this task the agent searches for a reward in one of three arms. In one arm,
the probability of finding a reward is high (90%), whilst in the others the probability is low
(10%). The probabilities are held constant for a set number of trials, during which time the
agent accumulates beliefs about the likelihood of finding a reward in each location. Typically,
once the agent has been rewarded in one location numerous times it will build a strong prior
probability on the availability of a reward in that location (reflected in updates to elements of
the B matrix). In the example shown in Fig 6 the agent begins by exploring the arms until it
has seen a reward in arm 1, after which it continues to visit this location. After a set number of
trials, the location of the high probability arm is shifted. When this happens, the agent’s estab-
lished model of the world no longer provides an accurate explanation of its experiences. As
expected rewards fail to materialise, state-action prediction errors arise. Under our model, this
causes an increasing tonic rate of LC activity whilst new priors are learnt and behaviour
changes.
Flexibility in model learning improves task performance and enables
reversal learning
We now turn to simulations in which the state-action prediction error is linked–via LC activ-
ity—to the model decay parameter. When this link is introduced there are improvements in
performance in the simulations of both the Go/no-go and explore/exploit tasks (Figs 7 and 8).
An active inference model of Locus Coeruleus function
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In the explore/exploit task, the dynamic modulation of model building allows state-action
prediction errors to reduce more quickly when the rat is settled into the ‘exploit’ mode of har-
vesting a reward in a reliable location, promoting model stability. When the reward is no lon-
ger available, errors mount and the increase in model decay causes the agent to make more
explorative choices. This contrasts with the same task simulated with fixed values of α (Fig 7
(A) and 7(B)): when the model is hyper-flexible (α = 2), the agent often switches behavioural
strategy after a single failed trial; when the model is inflexible, the agent takes a large number
of trials to visit a new location (α = 2). The highly flexible agent performs well when the struc-
ture of the environment is volatile (Fig 7C). In this context, even small errors may reasonably
indicate that the underlying rules of the task have changed, and the agent’s rapid shifts in strat-
egy yields rewards. Over multiple simulations the flexible agent obtains a significantly higher
total reward than the inflexible agent (averages over 50 simulations of 150 trials each with rules
as shown in Fig 7). Conversely, the inflexible agent obtains significantly more overall reward
when the environment is more stable (5(d)). Fig 7(C) and 7(D) also show the performance of
Fig 5. Plot of state-action prediction error, simulated LC spiking and behaviour during 100 trials of the go/no-go task, (for agents with a fixed
value of model decay parameter α not linked to state-action prediction error). Each point within the task is assumed to last 1s and is associated with a
single state-action prediction error. In (a) the raw prediction error is extracted for t = 2, when the animal receives a cue (this is the error between t = 1
and t = 2) and t = 3 when the animal receives feedback on its response to the cue (the error between t = 2 and t = 3). Because the prediction error
explicitly evaluates differences between update cycles, there is no error available for the first time point. Each trial has therefore been collapsed to two
time points, each lasting 1 second. In (a) the occurrence of the ‘go’ cue causes strong peaks in prediction error. This is converted into a simulated LC
firing rate in (b). To visualise LC firing, a firing probability p is calculated for each second using the state-action prediction error (SAPE) as the input into
a logistic function, so that p ¼ 1
1þekðSAPE  mÞ where k = 8, and m is as above. Each second was then further split into 0.1s bins, during which the unit
generated a single spike with probability p. This gives a physiologically reasonable [1,22,23] maximum firing rate of 10hz if p = 1. This is converted into a
simulated LC firing rate in (b), showing phasic LC activation when the ‘go’ cue is heard. Plot (c) is a graphical representation of behaviour during the
task at times t = 2 and t = 3 for each trial, in which the position of the coloured block describes the agent’s location and the colour shows the agent’s
observation after moving.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g005
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Fig 6. Modelling a 3-arm explore/exploit task under Active Inference. (a) shows the mathematical structure of the task. There are seven states, including
one neutral starting point and 3 arm locations which can be combined with either a reward / no reward. There are 7 observations; here these have a 1-to-1
mapping to states (A matrix). Actions 1–4 simply move the agent to locations 1–4 respectively. The probability of obtaining a reward in a given arm (p2 for
action 2, above) is held static for a fixed number of trials, with one arm granting a reward with a 90% probability and the others with 10% probability. This
is then switched, so that the agent must adjust its priors and its behaviour. (b) shows the state-action prediction errors and simulated LC responses over a
typical run of 100 trials for an agent with a fixed (α = 16) value of the model decay parameter.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g006
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an agent with a dynamic α with a value determined by the state-action prediction error, rang-
ing between α = 2 and α = 32. This agent performs as well as, or better than, the fixed α agents
in both contexts, responding with a rapid changes to its model (and resulting behaviour) when
errors are high for a sustained period, but stabilising when errors decrease. This agent also out-
performs both fixed α agents when the arm locations change after random intervals (Fig 7(D)).
Fig 7. The explore/exploit task simulated with fixed and flexible values of model decay. (a) and (b) show the behavioural output from the explore/exploit task for
agents with a fixed α parameter, specifically α = 32 (slow model decay) or α = 2 (fast model decay). The agent with α = 2 is hyperflexible in its behaviour and changes
its strategy after single failed trials. In contrast, the α = 32 agent is inflexible and persists in seeking reward in the same location despite multiple failed trials. (c) and
(d) show the outcome of simulations involving fixed α agents contrasted with the performance of an agent with a flexible value of α set by the state-action prediction
error. Each simulation consisted of 150 trials in which the location of the high probability arm changed either every 15 or every 50 trials. The simulation was
repeated 50 times. (c) and (d) show the average reward obtained in bins of 20 trials (shaded errors show standard error of the mean), alongside the mean total
reward gained by each agent (error bars show S.E.M.;���P<0.0001, one way ANOVA followed by Tukey posthoc test). The less stable/more stable environments
favour the α = 2 / α = 32 agent respectively: however, the flexible agent is able to perform as well (or better) in both scenarios. In (e) the location of the reward
changes after random intervals, and the flexible agent clearly outperforms both of the fixed- α agents.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g007
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A full plot of state-action prediction errors, simulated LC firing and behavioural output for the
explore/exploit task with the flexible α agent is also shown in S2 Fig.
The Go/No-Go task was also simulated during a reversal of cue meanings (Fig 8). As
expected, the well-trained agent begins the session by showing a phasic response in state-
action prediction error / LC firing in response to the ‘Go’ cue (cue 1). At trial 35, the meaning
of the two cues switches so that the ‘Go’ context is predicted by cue 2. At the reversal, state-
Fig 8. Reversal learning during the go/no-go task. (a)–(c) show the performance of an agent with a value of model decay determined by state-action
prediction error during a reversal of cues in the go/no-go task. The agent begins with a well-trained understanding (via 750 trials of training) that cue 2
indicates that a reward is available. At trial 35 (t = 70) the cue/context relationship is reversed, and the agent must now learn that cue 1 indicates the ‘Go’
context. This initially causes numerous unsuccessful trials, violating the learnt model and producing high prediction errors (a). Note that prediction errors
are initially elevated at both timepoints in each trial because both the previously rare cue and the subsequent lack of reward are unexpected. These
prediction errors result in a lowering in the parameter decay factor (b), which in turn flattens the agent’s priors causing more variability in behaviour.
Eventually the agent learns the new contingencies and the model stabilises, with the re-emergence of phasic bursts of LC activity on ‘Go’ trials (a, c). From
trial 125 onwards, the peak of phasic activity begins to transition towards the presentation of the cue rather than the reward. Plot (d) is a graphical
representation of behaviour during the task at times t = 2 and t = 3 for each trial, in which the position of the coloured block describes the agent’s location
and the colour shows the agent’s observation after moving. (e) shows performance over 50 repeats of the reversal learning task shown in (a), for agents with
a fixed or flexible value of α. All agents begin with a near optimal d’ value (measured over bins of 20 trials). However, only the agent with α determined by
the state-action prediction error is able to return to optimal levels of performance within the 300 trials shown. (f) and (g) show characteristics of the mean
prediction error response to ‘go’ and ‘no-cue’ cues during the static (non-reversed) task as reward and probability parameters are varied, for agents with a
flexible value of α((f) ���P<0.0001; one-way ANOVA between different c values, followed by Tukey posthoc test, (g) �� P<0.001, ���P<0.0001; two tailed
Student’s t-test between go/no go contexts for fixed cue probabilities, one way ANOVA followed by Tukey posthoc test for ‘go’ peaks with different cue
probabilities).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006267.g008
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action prediction errors cannot be resolved and LC firing switches to a higher tonic level. Dur-
ing this period, model updating–and behaviour—becomes more flexible and the new rules of
the task are learnt. Eventually the high levels of tonic activity fall away and phasic responses to
the new ‘Go’ cue re-emerge; coupled with a lower level of tonic activity. This mirrors the pat-
tern of LC firing recorded in monkeys during the same task [22]. Note that after the reversal,
phasic responses emerge initially in response to the reward itself, then to both the cue and
reward, and finally only in response to the cue. Over multiple trials of the reversal, only the
agent with a flexible α linked to state-action prediction error is able to learn the new contin-
gencies and return to optimum performance levels (Fig 8(E), for which the reversal was
repeated 50 times).
The characteristics of the state-action prediction error for this agent were then examined in
more detail (Fig 8(F) and 8(G)). 2000 trials were run of the go/no-go task in which the cue
meanings were held constant (no reversal), and the agent started each trial with ‘well-trained’
priors obtained through 750 trials of training, as above. We find that the size of the state-action
prediction error–the proposed input into the LC—changes in ways that are consistent with
experimentally reported LC activation (see discussion below). As shown in Fig 8, the size of
the phasic peak in state-action prediction error is larger for rarer ‘go’ stimuli (Fig 8(G), in
which ‘G’ = go cues, ‘NG’ = no go cues). When the probability of the ‘go’ cue is held fixed, the
resulting peak increases as the reward becomes more valuable to the agent (represented by the
value held in the agent’s c matrix, Fig 8(F)). Finally, when consecutive ‘go’ trials occur, the sec-
ond peak is reduced in size (mean reduction of 12.9%±1.4%, see S3 Fig).
As expected, when the ‘go’ cues are rare (e.g. p(g) = 10%) the state-action prediction error
response to the ‘go’ cue is significantly larger than the response to the ‘no-go’ cue. Interest-
ingly, this is still true when the cues occur with equal probability (p(go) = 50%), and when the
‘go’ cue is slightly more probable (p(go) = 55%, Fig 8G).
Many of these response characteristics are also present in agents with a fixed α and are an
inherent feature of the state-action prediction error (see S3 Fig). However only the agent with
flexible α displays both the correct profile of prediction error responses and the ability to learn
the reversal of contingencies shown above.
A full plot of state-action prediction errors, simulated LC firing and behavioural output for
the static go/no-go task for the flexible α agent is shown in S2 Fig.
Discussion
We propose that the LC fulfils a crucial role, linking state-action prediction errors (or Bayesian
surprise) during the planning of actions to model decay–a form of learning rate. Using this
approach, we have reproduced the following experimentally observed LC characteristics:
• Phasic responses during a Go/No-Go paradigm as described experimentally in [6,13,22].
Here, cues predicting a reward (for which the animal must perform an action) elicit
clear phasic LC responses, which stand out against a background of lower overall tonic
activity.
• A more general link between the ‘exploration’ mode of behaviour and high tonic levels of LC
activity. Whilst direct measurements of LC activity during explore-exploit paradigms are
lacking, the link is strongly suggested by indirect experimental evidence. For instance, Tervo
et al [3] demonstrated highly variable behavioural choices in rats when the activity of LC
units projecting to ACC was held artificially high via optogenetic manipulation. Other stud-
ies have also demonstrated [24,25] that an increase in pupil size (a correlate of LC activity)
occurs in parallel with behavioural flexibility and task disengagement.
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We also reproduce more subtle characteristics of state-action prediction error responses.
Simulations of the go/no-go task demonstrate a progression of phasic responses during the
learning period that parallels the development of responses reported in a similar go/no-go task
in rats [13], in which phasic responses occur initially for the reward alone, then for both the
cue and reward, and finally, only for the cue itself. Additionally, during the go/no-go task the
model reproduces the following empirical results:
• a reduction in the size of the phasic state-action prediction error when ‘go’ cues were pre-
sented consecutively, as reported for an identical go/no-go task [6];
• an increase in response size when target ‘go’ cues are rarer [6];
• a larger response to ‘go’ cues than to ‘no-go’ cues when the two are equally probable [6]. The
model further predicts that the larger response to the ‘go’ cue will persist even when this cue
is slightly more probable than the ‘no-go’ cue (up to 55%—see Fig 8 and S3 Fig) and that the
responses will equalise or reverse as the probability of the ‘go’ cue increases further;
• a larger state-action prediction error response to the ‘go’ cue when the cue predicts a greater
reward (when the probability of the cue is fixed; see Fig 8F), in line with results reported in
monkeys in similar contexts [8].
The results above for both the go/no-go and explore/exploit tasks suggest that the LC
should be phasically active when a strongly predicted reward is absent (for example, the unre-
warded trials in Fig 6). This is in conflict with the results of a similar go/no-go task [13], which
reported no LC activation when predicted rewards were omitted. However, another study–
using pupil dilation as a measure of LC response–observed an increase in pupil size upon pre-
sentation of rewards that were either significantly higher or lower than expected [26], as pre-
dicted here.
We also note that Nassar et al. [27], have shown that pupil linked arousal systems are inti-
mately linked to assessments of environmental instabilities and were predictive of the influ-
ence of new data on subsequent inferences. This is entirely complementary to the model
presented above, in which the same principles are successfully applied to demonstrate realistic
responses in both the go/no-go and explore/exploit tasks.
We do not address in detail the timing of phasic LC activation relative to cues and actions.
However, under the model the LC is activated in response to the completed updating of beliefs.
This updating is an iterative process that, in real life, may take a variable amount of time–in
contrast to the selection of action which occurs automatically based on the probability distri-
butions produced. This is consistent with empirical results showing that the activation of the
LC is more tightly locked to action than to preceding cues (see, for instance [13]). A detailed
examination of the interplay between LC activation, cued-actions and levels of motivation
(including responses to ‘stop’ signals, as explored in [28]) are also outside the scope of the
tasks described here but present important avenues for future modelling.
Neurobiology
In previous Active Inference literature the calculation of Bayesian Model Averages has been
mapped to the dorsal prefrontal cortex [14]. This is one of the frontal regions known to send
projections to LC [29,30] and is a candidate for the calculation of state-action prediction error
(although we accept that without further experimental work such anatomical attributions are
largely speculative). Experimental evidence for a neural representation of a distinct prediction
error based on states, rather than rewards, has also been found in dorsal regions of the frontal
cortex in a human MRI study [31].
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Turning to the LC-prefrontal connections and the modulation of model updating, converg-
ing experimental evidence suggests that working models of the environment are reflected by
ACC activity. Activity in the ACC has been shown to correlate to many factors relevant to the
maintenance of a generative model, including reward magnitude and probability (for review
see [32]), estimation of the value of action sequences and subsequent prediction errors [33,34]
and the value of switching behavioural strategies [35]. Marked changes in activity in ACC have
been observed at times thought to coincide with significant model updating and occur in par-
allel with explorative behaviour–an event that has been directly linked to increased input from
locus coeruleus [3,36]. Similarly, a direct ACC/ LC connection has also been found in response
to task conflicts [37]. ACC activity is also correlated with learning rate during times of volatil-
ity, such that when the statistics of the environment change, more recent observations are
weighted more heavily in preference to historical information [38]. This evidence provides a
solid foundation for the hypothesis that the LC modulates learning rate by governing model
updating via ACC. Specifically, we propose that the release of noradrenaline would cause a
temporary increase in the susceptibility of model-holding networks to new information. At a
cellular level, this would lead to NA effectively breaking and reshaping connections amongst
cell assemblies.
In vitro investigation of the cellular effects of noradrenaline provides support for this idea,
indicating that noradrenaline may suppress intrinsic connectivity of cortical neurons, causing
a relative enhancement of afferent input [1,39,40]. Sara [41] and Harley [42] also suggest that
LC spiking synchronises oscillations at theta and gamma frequencies, allowing effective trans-
fer of information between brain regions during periods of LC activity. This may allow
enhanced updating of existing models with more recent observations. A role for the LC in
prioritising recent observations during times of environmental volatility has been explicitly
suggested experimentally [43] and is supported by evidence regarding the critical role of LC
activation in reversal learning, e.g. [44].
We note that if the LC is indeed responding to state-action prediction errors, model updat-
ing is likely not the only functionality it has. For instance, LC activation has been experimen-
tally linked to the potentiation of memory formation [41,45,46], analgesic effects [47,48] and
changes to sensory perception for stimuli occurring at the time of LC activation [1,49,50].
These are all reasonable responses to a large state-action prediction error: the increase in gain
on sensory input may ensure that salient stimuli are more easily detectable in the future, whilst
enhanced formation of memory might ensure that mappings between salient stimuli and states
are remembered over longer timeframes. Similarly, the temporary suppression of pain may
facilitate urgent physical responses to important stimuli (for instance, allowing action in
response to a stimulus indicating the presence of a predator). The possibility that the LC has
the capacity to provide a differentiated response to state-action prediction error is supported
by recent work indicating that existence of distinct subunits with preferred targets producing
different functional effects [48,51–53].
Relationship to existing models of LC function
The ideas described above are not a radical departure from existing models of LC function–
but use the theory of active inference to integrate similar concepts into a general theory of
brain function, without invoking the need for monitoring of ad-hoc statistical quantities.
The adaptive gain theory proposed by Aston Jones and Cohen [4] proposes that the LC
responds to ongoing assessments of utility in OFC and ACC by altering the global ‘gain’ of the
brain (the responsivity of individual units). Phasic activation produces a widespread increase
in gain which enables a more efficient behavioural response following a task-related decision;
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however, when the utility of a task decreases, the LC switches to a tonic mode which favours
task disengagement and a switch from ‘exploit’ to ‘explore’.
The mechanism we have described reproduces many elements of the adaptive gain theory,
with the important exception that different LC firing patterns promoting explorative or
exploitative behaviour are an emergent property of the model rather than a dichotomy
imposed by design. Since the probability assigned to individual policies is explicitly dependent
on their utility (in combination with their epistemic value) a large state-action prediction error
will ultimately reflect changes in the availability of policies which lead to high utility outcomes.
This may be a positive change, as is the case when a cue indicates that a ‘Go’ policy will secure
a reward, or a negative change, when rewards are no longer available in the explore/exploit
task. This link is demonstrated in Fig 6 for the explore/exploit task, where increases in state-
action prediction error / LC firing occur in tandom with abrupt changes in the agent’s assess-
ment of a given policy’s utility. Both the LC response, and the underlying cause (state-action
prediction error), show a shift between ‘phasic’ and ‘tonic’ modes (although it is entirely possi-
ble that coupling mechanisms within the LC also act to exaggerate the shift and cause the LC
to fire in a more starkly bi-modal fashion, as suggested by computational modelling of the LC
[4,54]). As described above, a short prediction error will act to heighten the response to a
salient cue over the short term, whilst a large, sustained prediction error–occurring in parallel
with declining utility in a task–will act to make behaviour more exploratory.
Yu and Dayan have proposed an alternative model where tonic noradrenaline is a signal of
‘unexpected uncertainty’, when large changes in environment produce observations which
strongly violate expectations [5]. This is described as a ‘global model failure signal’ and leads to
enhancement of bottom-up sensory information. We have focused on a similar ‘model failure’
signal which allows larger changes to learning about the structure of the model itself–but using
the inferences of states within AI as our driver, avoiding explicit tracking of the statistics of
‘unexpected uncertainty’. Rather, we compute model failure in terms of ‘everyday’ errors in
predicted actions and sensations. Our model is also in line with the ‘network reset’ theory pro-
posed by Bouret et al, in which LC phasic activation promotes rapid re-organisation of neural
networks to accomplish shifts in behavioural mode [10], see also [9]. Large changes in configu-
ration of the state-action heatmap alongside the updates to internal models above would simi-
larly constitute network re-organisations with the result of changing behaviour. Importantly,
state-action updates precede action selection, placing LC activation after decision making /
classification of stimuli, but before the behavioural response. This order of events is in keeping
with experimental evidence showing that LC responses do indeed consistently precede beha-
vioural responses [13,55]. This also parallels the ‘neural interrupt’ model of phasic noradrena-
line proposed by Dayan and Yu [56], in which uncertainties over states within a task are
signalled by phasic bursts of noradrenaline, causing an interrupt signal during which new
states can be adopted.
More recently Parr et al have described an alternative active inference-based model of nor-
adrenaline in decision making [57]. Under this model, noradrenaline and acetylcholine are
related to the precision assigned to beliefs about outcomes and beliefs about state transitions.
That is, the agent assigns a different weight to any inferences made using the A matrix (modu-
lated by release of acetylcholine) or the B matrix (modulated by noradrenaline) in its updates.
This approach captures some of the interplay between environmental uncertainty and release
of noradrenaline. Our formulation also speaks to these uncertainties–without the need to
introduce new volatility parameters, or to segregate cholinergic / noradrenergic response into
separate modulators of likelihood and transition (i.e., A and B matrices). Both approaches tar-
get the coding of contingencies in terms of connectivity (i.e., probability matrices). Parr et al
consider the optimisation of the precision of contingencies. Conversely, we consider the
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optimisation of precision from the point of view of optimal learning rates. In other words, the
confidence or precision of beliefs about outcomes likelihoods and state transitions can itself be
optimised based on inference (about states) or learning (about parameters) in the generative
model.
The key contribution of the current work is to link inference to the precision of beliefs about
parameters via learning. This addresses the issue of how model parameters are learned and
updated and allows an AI agent to make substantial changes to the architecture of its model in
times when environmental rules have shifted. The ensuing behaviour produces the archetypal
phasic-tonic shifts in LC dynamics, and links LC responses to the outcome of decision on sti-
muli, as suggested by in-vivo recordings; summaries of which can be found in [4,11].
The difference between these two applications of Active Inference illustrates a broader
point about the way in which the theory is used to describe neuromodulation. Current ver-
sions of Active Inference have conceived of neuromodulatory systems as reflections of preci-
sion, altering the weights assigned to components of the agent’s model during a continuous
cycle of updates. This underlying modulation is capable of drastically altering the inferences
the agent makes about likely states and actions. Here we have offered a different view, in which
noradrenaline is proposed to respond to the outcome of an update cycle. This enables us to
endow an active inference agent with a noradrenergic response which relates activity in the
locus coeruleus to the outcome of decisions and to subsequent changes to action planning.
These responses are then linked back to changes in the underlying structure of the agent’s
model–again outside of the cycle of inferences. Placing such responses above the update cycle
moves them closer to the level of action selection and allows us to reproduce many aspects of
LC dynamics observed empirically.
Once validated through experimental work, models of this type can provide insight into
symptoms of disorders which have been linked to LC dysfunction. For example, attention defi-
cit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which is characterised by inattention and hyperactivity,
has been associated with elevated tonic LC activity [1]. Under our model, high tonic firing
rates would cause a persistently high ‘model decay’. This would cause similar outcomes to
those demonstrated for the hyper-flexible explore/exploit agent (Fig 7), which cannot build a
stable structured model of the environment and reacts to even minor violations of predictions
by changing its behavioural strategy. Pharmacological interventions which lower tonic LC fir-
ing rates may ameliorate symptoms by allowing structured models to emerge, guiding appro-
priate phasic responses and producing more focused behavioural strategies.
Several lines of future work are available to test components of the state-action prediction
error / LC theory. Firstly, a clearer understanding of the drivers of LC responses could be pur-
sued through in-vivo recordings in PFC, ACC and LC. This would help to confirm if calcula-
tions of state-action prediction error (or utility/estimation uncertainty, under other theories)
originate in frontal cortex, rather than being calculated in the LC itself or elsewhere. Simulta-
neous recordings with high temporal resolution in-vivo will also help to delineate cause and
effect in frontal cortex/LC interactions and will complement the accumulating data from
human fMRI / pupillometry. Specific details of the above theory could then be tested; for
example, in comparing the predictions for an LC driven purely by consideration of utility or
estimation uncertainty, rather than by a state-prediction error as prescribed by Free Energy-
based estimates. In-vivo recordings during the two tasks described here could also be exam-
ined for the characteristic patterns. For instance, in the pattern of LC firing predicted for the
explore/exploit task, the above modelling shows a sudden transition to a higher tonic level of
activity during a change in the environmental statistics, and a much slower decay of activity
occurring as rules stabilise. Triggering or blocking such patterns of firing during task perfor-
mance would be particularly revealing regarding the proposed role of the LC.
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Finally, we have not addressed the role of other neuromodulators that have related effects on
behaviour. Whilst dopamine is explicitly included in Active Inference models as a precision
parameter, other neuromodulators (e.g. serotonin) do not yet have a clear place within the
model. Understanding the interplay between these systems will be crucial for placing LC activity
in context—and will enable the explanatory power of Active Inference to be fully harnessed.
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S1 Appendix. Derivations of Active Inference update equations and expressions for state-
action prediction errors and model decay.
(PDF)
S2 Appendix. ‘Pseudocode’ overview of the implementation of the Active Inference model.
(DOCX)
S1 Fig. Bayesian dependency graph showing the overall generative model employed during
decision making. First the free energy and expected free energy of policies is evaluated. Next
these serve as priors on the probability of a policy, which in turn leads to a selected action,
state transitions and outcomes. In Appendix 1 we provide a full description of the model.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Full plots of state-action prediction error, behaviour and simulated LC firing in
tasks performed by the agent with a flexible α. (a) shows the performance of the agent in the
go/no-go task. The prediction error output is similar in form to the output from the task
played by the agent with α = 16 in Fig 5, except for the more pronounced reduction in the size
of the state-action prediction error peaks in response to consecutive cues. (b) shows the perfor-
mance during the explore/exploit task with the same parameters as in Fig 7(A) and 7(B), that
is, a with changes in the location of the high probability arm (p = 0.7) every 50 trials.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. Characteristics of state-action prediction error peak responses during the no-go
trial for different fixed α agents. All plots show averages over 2000 trials. (a) shows the
changes in prediction error peak responses during either ‘go’ (marked ‘G’) cues or ‘no-go’
(marked ‘NG’) cues. All agents display a larger ‘go’ response for rarer cues. Additionally,
responses for ‘go’ cues are consistently larger than those for ‘no-go’ cues when the ‘go’ is more
probable than, or equally probable as, the ‘no-go’ cue. This effect persists up to a ‘go’ probabil-
ity of 55%. When the probability of the cue is increased further, the peaks are equal in size or
reversed. (b) shows the effect of changing the reward size. As in Fig 8, all agents display a larger
state-action prediction error response when the reward is larger. (c) shows the reduction in
peak size caused by presenting ‘go’ cues consecutively. This reduction is greater for the more
flexible (lower α) agents, reflecting the larger changes to the agent’s model caused by the conse-
cutive ‘go’ cues.
(TIF)
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